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■ Why Choose An Online Game? For individuals, the establishment of an internet connection at the
time when they are first looking for games or when a game is first played is not necessarily easy.
Thus, most people cannot participate in a game at the beginning of its development stage or in the
planning stage. Moreover, online games can provide a large number of players, so the number of
players may increase according to the development of the game. ■ Why Did Arc System Works
Develop A Fantasy MMO? Arc System Works, with its extensive experience creating online games,
focuses on creating a game in which players can interact with other players. Furthermore, the game
places an importance on the aspect of participation. Arc System Works has created many action
games, but a fantasy game in which warriors fight with swords was never the company's primary
goal. However, when the RPG genre was first introduced in the 1980s and the character abilityenhancing aspects of the genre were first featured, Arc System Works saw the potential of the genre
and decided to develop a fantasy game. The game is set in the Lands Between, and the fantasy
elements are very distinctive. When the game was developed, Arc System Works began to focus on
these fantasy elements in order to broaden the game's potential appeal. ■ The Features Of An
Asynchronous Virtual Environment The game uses a text-based interface and has a visual rule that is
enforced through action descriptions. In the game, the players show their intentions, and the
developers judge them through this information. In this judgment, each decision represents a "bid"
for the players' attention. Because of this judging and bidding, the information displayed on the
screen changes quickly as the situation changes, and the game's game speed changes accordingly.
However, since the advent of the internet, this mode is used very rarely. The developers believe that
players can feel more immersed if they can interact with their virtual world. Therefore, in the game,
you can communicate with your party members with text. ■ Players Are Taught To Communicate
With Each Other With Simple Words The words used in text do not directly represent objects,
locations, or distances. They have different meanings when you use them in different scenarios, so
you must be careful not to misunderstand their meanings. Thus, players are taught to communicate
with simple words and cooperate with each other with a simple but natural method. By using words
to obtain the information you need, your party will progress smoothly. ■ An Ong
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Sidequests, Triple Threat & Raid
Enormous Content
No Cartoonish Cast of Characters
True Diabolical Possibility

Elden Ring Key features:
Striking Graphics
A Vast World with Deep Exploration
Three-Dimensional dungeons
Newbie Friendly Exploration
Glowcast Integration

Elden Ring Key Features
Drag and Drop item and stat change
No clumsy stat allocation
Highly responsive text communication
Bright UI with an emphasis on minimization

Key Features of Third-Person RPG titles
Narrative
Verbal, button or text input
Endless
Committing game progress
A sense of ownership over your character
Possibility of rebooting and going back to any save point

Elden Ring Key Features
Movement and battling
Magic, Skill, Weapon and Form
Swim, use wild animals
Fantastic Architectural Design
Elden Ring is a fantasy RPG title that captures the excitement of public class with first-person battle system
and impressive battle construction in an everlasting atmosphere.
Elden Ring was developed by Shin'en Multimedia with a goal of raising the standard for both user
satisfaction and peace of mind for players.
Bandai Namco Entertainment Inc. is a leading publisher of interactive entertainment products in the AsiaPacific region and developer of property for multiple platforms.
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ever you have any doubt, you can ask for query at hifiles website.
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Ring is a new mythology RPG where you harvest, bond, and build in a land born from the ashes
ying world. Become the Elden Lord and play through the tale of Tamunder the Worthy through
uction and grace, and become an Elden Lord where the very existence of this world is at stake.

ew FANTASY Action RPG is an RPG where you can develop your character fully by customizing your
rance, profession and even fighting style. It’s an entirely unique RPG from the ordinary fantasy game. You can
et over 100 kinds of different equipment, weapons, and types of weapons from

tem Requirements For Elden Ring:

ws XP SP2, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Supported OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1,
ws 10 Minimum requirement Processor: Intel Pentium III 1.5GHz Memory: 512 MB of RAM Graphics: 8 MB
card Hard Drive: 15 GB free space DirectX 9.0c compatible video card Keyboard and Mouse Please refer to the
n Installation Instructions and FAQs for more information on the installation process.
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